Juvenile Fiction

**Bad Kitty Meets the Baby** by Nick Brue J F BRU

**Socks** by Beverly Cleary J F CLE

**Our Only May Amelia** by Jennifer Holm J F HOL

**Elisa in the Middle** by Johanna Hurwitz J F HUR

**Oh, Baby** by Nancy Krulik J F KRU

**Who Ordered This Baby?** By Henry Winkler J F WIN

Nonfiction Books

**The New Baby at Your House** by Joanna Cole J 306.875 COL

**Babies Don’t Eat Pizza** by Dianne Danzig J 306.875 DAN

**Kid’s Book to Welcome a New Baby**
   by Barbara Gilman J 306.875 PAP GIL

**The New Baby** by Fred Rogers J 306.875 ROG

**Brothers & Sisters** by Laura Dwight J 362.4 DWI

**What to Expect When the New Baby Comes Home**
   by Heidi Eisenberg Murkoff J 618.2 MUR

**Mommy’s in the Hospital Having a Baby**
   by Maxine Roseber J 618.4 ROS
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## Picture Books

**Brand-New Baby Blues** by Kathi Appelt  J PB APP

**This Baby** by Kate Banks  J PB BAN

**You’re a Brother Little Bunny** by Maribeth Boelts  J PB BOE

**What the No-Good Baby is Good For** by Elise Broach  J PB BRO

**Monkey: not ready for the baby** by Marc Brown  J PB BRO

**The New Small Person** by Lauren Child  J PB CHI

**Baby Business** by Mittie Cuetara  J PB CUE

**Bye-Bye Baby Brother** by Sheena Dempsey  J PB DEM

**The Baby Sister** by Tomie DePaola  J PB DEP

**But I Wanted a Baby Brother** by Kate Feiffer  J PB FEI

**Where Did that Baby Come From** by Debi Gliore  J PB GLI

**Lisa’s Baby Sister** by Anne Gutmann  J PB GUT

**Fine as We Are** by Algy Hall  J PB HAL

**Hi, New Baby** by Robie Harris  J PB HAR

**Not Yet, Rose** by Susanna Hill  J PB HIL

**No Room For Baby** by Emile Jadoul  J PB JAD

**Baby for Sale** by French Koller  J PB KOL

**Bad Baby** by Ross McDonald  J PB MAC

**Boomer’s Big Surprise** by Constance McGeorge  J PB MCG

**Lola Reads to Leo** by Anna McQuinn  J PB MCQ

**The Trouble with Baby** by Marisabina Russo  J PB RUS

**Max Cleans Up** by Rosemary Wells  J PB WEL

## Paperback Picture Books

**The Berenstain Bears’ New Baby** by Stan Berenstain  J PB PAP BER

**Franklin and the Babysitter** by Paulette Bourgeois  J PB PAP BOU

**Franklin’s Baby Sister** by Paulette Bourgeois  J PB PAP BOU

**Froggy’s Baby Sister** by Jonathan London  J PB PAP LON

**Olivia: Best Sister Ever** by R.J. Cregg  J PB PAP OLI

**Hello Baby!** by Lizzy Rockwell  J PB PAP ROC

**The New Baby** by Cyndy Szekers  J PB PAP SZE

## Juvenile Easy

**Biscuit and the Baby** by Alyssa Capucilli  JE CAP

**The Best Older Sister** by Sook Nyul Choi  JE NYU

**I’m a Big Brother** by Joanna Cole  JE COL

**I’m a Big Sister** by Joanna Cole  JE COL

**Pinky and Rex and the New Baby** by James Howe  JE HOW

**Emma’s Yucky Brother** by Jean Little  JE LIT

**Baby in the House** by David Marx  JE MAR